Political Science & Diplomatic History

19th Century UK Periodicals
With digital facsimile images of both full pages and clipped articles for hundreds of papers, 19th Century UK Periodicals offers advanced searching capabilities along with local and regional viewpoints to supplement national coverage, allowing researchers to explore history in ways previously unavailable.

Academic OneFile

Associated Press Collections Online
From Custer’s last stand to today’s events, the Associated Press has a rich history of breaking news when and where it occurs.
- News Features & Internal Communications provides rare access to an array of internal AP publications dating from the turn of the century, offering invaluable insight into the AP, its staff, and the history of news coverage.
- U.S. City Bureaus Collection includes news stories in various stages of production, typescript carbon and wire copy, correspondence, meeting notes, supplementary reference information, and more.
- Washington, D.C. Bureau Collection provides access to full-image bureau records (1928-2009), documenting the administration of seven U.S. presidents.

Declassified Documents Reference System
The Declassified Documents Reference System provides online access to over 500,000 pages of previously classified government documents covering major international events from the Cold War to the Vietnam War and more.

Biography in Context
Biography in Context delivers Gale’s authoritative reference content integrated with the most in-demand resources — video, audio, podcasts, interactives, and more — through a web-like experience that meets the needs of today’s Internet-savvy users.

“As a Political Science major, I want to know how the top thinkers view some of the most important debates and conversations in modern world history so I can better understand how I can make a difference. Chatham House Online Archive fits my needs because it provides me with the information I need from the biggest thinkers and speakers whenever I need it.”
17th and 18th Century Burney Collection

These newspapers and news pamphlets gathered by the Reverend Charles Burney (1757 - 1817) represent the largest single collection of 17th and 18th century English news media.

British Newspapers, 1600-1950

British Newspapers 1600-1950 is the most significant digital collection of British historic newspapers. New conservation and imaging techniques and a new cross-searchable platform adopted by the British Library offers unparalleled access and discoverability to this valuable historical and cultural archive.

Chatham House Online Archive

This archive delivers the publications and archives of the Royal Institute of International Affairs as a multidisciplinary resource, bringing a 20th and 21st century world perspective to researchers and students.

The Financial Times Historical Archive

The Financial Times Historical Archive is the complete searchable facsimile run of the world’s most authoritative daily business newspaper. Every article and advertisement ever printed in the paper, since it was first published in 1888, can be searched and browsed individually and page by page. This is an essential, comprehensive and unbiased research tool for everyone studying public affairs, and economic and financial history of the last 120 years.

Global Issues in Context

Global Issues in Context offers international viewpoints on a broad spectrum of global issues, topics, and current events. Featured are hundreds of continuously updated issue and country portals that bring together a variety of specially selected, highly relevant sources for analysis of social, political, military, economic, environmental, health, and cultural issues.

Archives Unbound

Archives Unbound offers highly targeted, specialized collections. Featured collections include:

- Amerasia Affair, China and Postwar Anti-Communist Fervor
- Cold War (The) Voices of Confrontation and Conciliation
- JFK's Foreign Affairs and International Crises, 1961-1963
Making of the Modern World

*The Making of the Modern World* provides digital facsimile images of unique primary sources from the period 1450-1850 (and 1851-1914 in Part II) that track the development of the modern, western world through the lens of trade and wealth.

Indigenous Peoples: North America

*Indigenous Peoples: North America* sources collections from across Canadian and American institutions, providing insight into the cultural, political, and social history of Native Peoples from the seventeenth through twentieth centuries.

Nineteenth Centuries Collections Online

*Nineteenth Century Collections Online* unites multiple, distinct archives into a single resource of over 100 types of primary source documents sourced from almost 100 libraries. Together, these archives explore the nineteenth century’s diplomatic interactions, evolving education system, religious reform and social revolutions, and more, all while capturing the American experience through unique intersections of gender, race, and socioeconomic status.

Opposing Viewpoints in Context

*Opposing Viewpoints in Context* covers today’s hottest social issues and yesterday’s history-making debates with primary sources, reference content, periodicals, photos, videos, and interactive maps that tell both sides of the most controversial stories.

Sabin Americana: 1500-1704

Based on Joseph Sabin’s landmark bibliography, this collection contains works about the Americas published throughout the world from 1500 to the early 1900’s. With over 6 million pages from 29,000 works, this collection is a cornerstone in the study of the western hemisphere.

State Papers Online

*State Papers Online* offers researchers a ground-breaking online resource for understanding two hundred years of British and European history, from the reign of Henry VIII to the end of the reign of Queen Anne.

The Economist Historical Archive

*The Economist Historical Archive* is the fully searchable complete facsimile edition of The Economist, the weekly paper which is essential reading for anyone engaged in politics, current affairs and all aspects of business and trade worldwide. Altogether this resource is an unrivalled multidisciplinary primary source for researching and teaching the 19th and 20th centuries.
The Independent Digital Archive
The Independent, a major British daily newspaper, describes itself as a truly independent newspaper, with a tagline of “free from party political bias, free from proprietorial influence.” It is known for an unabashed editorial stance on such issues as the legalization of drugs, the war on terrorism, and environmental issues.

The Listener Historical Archive
Developed as the medium for reproducing broadcasts, The Listener (1929-1991) was the weekly newspaper published by the BBC. The complete archive of this landmark publication is an essential witness to the intellectual and cultural history of the 20th century, and also to the golden years of radio and television.

The Making of Modern Law
Together, the eight distinct collections that comprise The Making of Modern Law cover nearly every aspect of American and British law and dig deep into the legal traditions of Europe, Latin America, Asia, and other jurisdictions, both classic and contemporary.

The Sunday Times Digital Archive
Since 1822, The Sunday Times has provided thoughtful analysis and commentary on the week’s news and society at large. Murder, theatre, sport and politics - all collide in its pages in an abundance of glorious narrative detail. In more than 800,000 pages, The Sunday Times Digital Archive is a gateway to the greatest crimes, careers, and culture of the last 180 years.

The Times Digital Archive
First published in 1785, The Times of London is widely considered to be the world’s ‘newspaper of record’. This resource allows users to search over 200 years of this invaluable historical source.

U.S. History in Context
Find comprehensive coverage of the most-studied topics, from the arrival of Vikings in North America 1,000 years ago to Vietnam, Watergate, and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. This resource is perfect for undergraduate beginning researchers.

World History in Context
World History In Context reaches back nearly 5,000 years to chronicle the rise and fall of cultures and societies across all continents and eras. Rare primary sources combine with reliable references to put content into context.

GVRL
Provide unlimited, simultaneous access to reference and monograph titles from Gale and partners such as Elsevier, Sage, Wiley, ABC-Clio, M.E. Sharpe, and many more on our eBook platform, GVRL. It offers cross-searchability at the article level and cover-to-cover browsing, along with content that is fully downloadable, printable, and shareable.